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CHAPTER 4 
PASSING SCORE AND LENGTH OF A 
MASTERY TEST 
Wim J. van der Linden 
Technische Hogeschool Twente, Postbus 217, 7500 A E Enschede, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT 
A classical problem in mastery testing is the choice of passing 
score and test length so that the mastery decisions are 
optimal. This problem has been addressed several times from 
a var iety of view-points. In this paper the usual indifference 
zone approach is adopted with a new criterion for optimizing 
the passing score. It appears that, under the assumption of 
the binomial error  model, this yields a l inear relationship 
between optimal passing score and test length, which 
subsequently can be used in a simple procedure for optimizing 
the test length. It is indicated how di f ferent  losses for both 
decision errors and a known base rate can be incorporated in 
the procedure, and how a correction for guessing can be 
applied. Finally, the results in this paper are related to 
results obtained in sequential testing and in the latent class 
approach to mastery testing. 
The notion of a mastery test has arisen in the context of modern learning 
strategies such as learning for mastery and individual ized instruction, where 
at several points in the instructional process decisions have to be made 
whether students have reached certain learning objectives or not. In most 
instances, this involves the administration of cr i ter ion-referenced tests and 
the use of decision rules assuming the form of passing scores on the test. 
Students with test scores exceeding the passing score are considered having 
reached the learning objectives (the "masters"); they are allowed to proceed 
with the unit or to take up a subsequent course. Students below the passing 
score (the "nonmasters") have to relearn the unit and to prepare for a new 
test. 
A usual conceptualization in the area of mastery testing is that of tests as 
samples randomly drawn from a domain of tasks covering a well-defined 
learning objective. Mostly, the concern is then with the proport ion of correct 
item responses, E, say, to be expected when the entire domain would have 
been administered. Let ~m denote the passing score on this domain score 
var iable ("mastery score"j ,  X the number of items correct, and c the 
passing score on the test. A student is a true master if ]I > ~rn and a 
nonmaster otherwise, but mastery is declared if X > c and nonmastery if 
149 
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X < c. A classical prob lem in mastery  tes t ing  is to choose a value n* for  the 
test  length n and a value c* for  the pass ing score on the test  c such that ,  
for  a g iven value of Tm, the mastery  decis ions are opt imal .  
Several authors  have addressed the above prob lem,  all us ing one of the  
binomial  models fo r  re la t ing  test  scores,  X , to domain scores,  I t .  Mil lman 
(1972, 1973), for  example,  assumes that  the simple binomial  model 
n x x 
p(x)  = (x)~T (1-~T) n- ( I )  
can be used for  th is  purpose  and prov ides  tables which fo r  a chosen value of 
~i;!, test  length ,  and passing score,  d i sp lay  the probab i l i ty  that  a person wi th  
a g iven domain score is c lass i f ied cor rect ly  or" incor rect ly .  Using these 
tab les ,  it is poss ib le to opt imize pass ing score and test  length s imul taneous ly  
fo r  a selected domain score. Comparable  approaches have been fo l lowed by 
K lauer  (1972) and Kr iewal l  (1972). 
Fhaner (1974) in t roduced the notion of an ind i f fe rence  zone in t i le  p resent  
prob lem.  An ind i f fe rence  zone ar ises when the mastery  score,  Rm ' is replaced 
by an in terva l ,  (~0,~1) ,  so that  examinees wi th  11 > ~1 are cons idered a 
master ,  those wi th  II < T 0 a nonmaster ,  and we are ind i f fe rent  w i th  respect  
to examinees wi th  70 < 11 < ~1. The in terva l  may be taken symmetr ic  about  
~m, but  th is  is not necessary.  For t rue  masters and nonmasters the 
probab i l i ty  of a misc lass i f icat ion is la rgest  for  domain scores ~i and ~0, 
respect ive ly .  Fhaner proposed as a solut ion to choose the minimum value of 
~l and a value of c fo r  which the probab i l i t ies  of misc lass i f icat ion 
n 
n x l_~To)n-x 
,~ : ~ (x)~o ( (2) X=C 
and 
c-i 
lX(I-~T : ~. (n)~T i )n-x 
x=O 
(3) 
As van den Br ink  and Koele (1980) have po inted  out ,  i t  is poss ib le to cor rect  
the above solut ion fo r  the poss ib i l i ty  of guess ing on mul t ip le -cho ice  or  t rue -  
false items. To per fo rm this  cor rect ion ,  they  adopt  the knowledge or  random 
guess ing  model and s imply replace the parameter  ~ in the binomial  model by  
~g + g(1 - ~g), (4) 
are not la rger  than preass igned values ~* and 13". This  is no c losed- fo rm 
so lut ion ,  and binomial  tables must be entered  to f ind  the opt imal  values of n 
and c. It  is poss ib le  to use a normal approx imat ion ,  however ,  and in that  
case a c losed- fo rm solut ion is obta ined (Fhaner, 1974). Wilcox (1976) has 
adopted  the same approach and has suggested computer  search rout ines  us ing 
the incomplete beta funct ion  to f ind  the solut ion for  the binomial  case. 
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7 being the domain score corrected for guessing and g the guessing 
p~Jrameter. For the latter they suggest the use of the reciprocal of the 
number of item alternatives, q-1 
Novick and Lewis (1974) and de Grui j ter (1979) present a Bayesian approach 
to the present problem extending the model with the beta distr ibut ion as a 
pr ior  for the binomial parameter 7. 
An extensive review of methods for determining the length of a master test is 
given in Wilcox (1980). 
As several authors (e .g . ,  Wilcox, 1976) have noted, d i f ferent preassigned 
values ~* and 8* can be selected to allow for differences in loss between 
misclassifying a true master and a nonmaster. In this paper, we will take a 
somewhat d i f ferent  approach and represent possible differences in loss not 
ind i rect ly - -by  manipulating both probabil it ies of misclassif ication--but via the 
introduction of expl ic i t  parameters. But before doing so, we will prepare this 
approach and consider the case of a decision-maker who is indi f ferent to both 
classification errors.  It appears that in this case there is a simple l inear 
relation between the optimal passing score and test length. This can be 
uti l ized to f ind the solution in this part icular case but also plays an important 
part in the more general case of d i f ferent losses. 
INDIFFERENCE TO BOTH CLASSIFICATION ERRORS 
In the Wilcox solution a number P* , ½<P*.: 1 , is chosen, and next values 
for n and c are determined so that the value for n is minimal and both 
and 13 are not larger than P*. The fact that the same restriction P* is 
imposed on ~ and 8 reflects that both misclassification errors are considered 
equally serious. But this can also be expressed in another way: If there is 
equal loss in misclassifyin9 a true master and a nonmaster, only the size of 
the probabi l i ty  of misclassification and not .  the type of misclassification 
concerns us. If so, it seems natural not to look for values of n and ¢ for 
which (2) and (3) are both below the same predetermined number P* but for 
values for which their  average 
n ] 
x=O (n)ITIX(1 - Trl)n-x + x:c ~ (n)~ToX(1-~To)n-x /2 (5) 
meets such a requirement. 
Note that (5) can be considered the average risk or expected loss associated 
with passing score c when the interest is restricted to students with domain 
scores 70 and ~1 and equal losses for false posit ive and negative decisions are 
assumed. (Compare Wilcox, 1980, eqs. 10-11). The case of unequal losses 
will be considered below. 
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We f i r s t  assume n to be f ixed and look for" the value of c minimizing the 
new target  funct ion def ined in (5).  Doing so, the constant factor  1/2 may be 
ignored.  Adding terms to the f i r s t  sum in (5) and subtract ing  these from 
the second yields 
n (6) 
(~)~iX( l -~ l )n -x  
x=O 
n [ )n-x 
X=C 
x ] 
- :T O ( l -~O)n-x  . 
Since the f i r s t  sum is equal to 1, the value of c for  which (6) is minimal 
depends on ly  on the bracketed factor  in the second sum. We know that the 
binomial p robab i l i ty  funct ion has monotone l ikel ihood in x (Ferguson,  1967, 
section 5.2) ,  which implies that  the ratio ~ lX(1 -~ l )n -x /~0x(1  -~0 )n-x is 
monotone increasing in x So there is a value of x for" which the sign of 
this factor  changes from negat ive to posi t ive.  If we set c equal to this 
value,  the second sum in (6) contains all pos i t ive terms and (6) is minimal. 
Thus ,  (G) is minimal for  the value c* obey ing 
"~ ~ )n_C ~ C,,~ ,,n~c c 
~Ot ,-T~o) = "TT i (  l-Tr I 
Iogar i thmiz ing both sides and s impl i fy ing ,  it appears that  
In 1-~0 
c • I -~ 1 
n ~i(i_~0) 
In - -  
TO(I -~ I ) 
(7) 
This  result  is most in terest ing:  The le f t -hand  side is the optimal value of c 
expressed as a re lat ive score. The r ight -hand side is a constant which is 
independent  of test length and on ly  a funct ion of the boundary  values of the 
ind i f fe rence  zone. Thus,  whenever  an ind i f fe rence zone is establ ished,  we 
can easi ly compute (7) from its boundary  values and immediate ly  know the 
opt ima l  pass ing  score fo r  any  test  length .  
We now use the l inear relat ion between c* and n to f ind an optimal value,  
n*,  for  the lat ter  and thereby  fol low a simple procedure analogous to the one 
in the Wilcox solut ion.  F irst ,  a number p*,  ½< p* <1, is selected which 
serves as an upper  bound to (5).  The value n* wil l  be determined as the 
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smallest value of n for which (5) is not larger than P*. Second, the ratio 
c* /n  is computed from the indif ference zone via (7). Th i rd ,  a tr ial  value 
for n* is chosen, and (de)cumulative binomial tables are entered with this 
value and the implied value of c* to compute (5). Fourth, if this computation 
yields a value smaller than P*, a lower tr ial  value for n* is selected and step 
three is carried out again. For values of (5) larger than P*, a larger tr ial  
value is selected. This process is repeated unti l  the smallest value of n is 
found for which (5) is not larger than P*. This is n*. 
In the above procedure, tr ial  values for n* may be chosen not involv ing an 
integer value for c* .  As follows from (6), in that case the f i r s t  integer 
value above c* must be used. (The choice of integer" value below c* would 
imply adding negative terms to the second sum in (6) making this 
suboptimal.) 
Although binomial tables for values of n up to 150 are available (Ordnance 
Corps, 1952), tables in most textbooks do not go fu r ther  than n =20 . It is 
known, however, that indifference zone methods are rather conservative and 
that,  for strong requirements on (5) or narrow indif ference zones, values of 
n* larger than 20 can be expected. (For an impression, see Table 1 in 
Fhaner, 1974.) When longer" tests are needed and no special tables are 
available, one has to resort to a computer or a calculator for the above 
procedure. The programming involved is comparatively simple, though, and 
some calculators possess even facil it ies for computing binomial probabil i t ies.  
Another possibi l i ty is to use an approximation to the binomial d ist r ibut ion 
funct ion which is simple enough for hand calculation. A stra ightforward 
approximation, based on the central limit theorem, is to replace (5) by 
@{ [Trl (1_.n_1)/n ] i/2 J [ ZO (1---_~0)/'--n ] i/2~1 / 2 ' (8) 
denoting the standard normal d ist r ibut ion funct ion.  Using this normal 
approximation, we need not compute (8) completely for each tr ial  value for 
n*. Subst i tut ing (7) into (8), it appears that this can be wr i t ten as 
[ @(an I /2)  + @(bn l /2 ) ] /2 ,  (9) 
with 
a  1,1 1t1/2f 1 n 0,1 1  10, 
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and 
n In - - - -  (11) 
b - o(i- o  o(1- l)J 
The last two expressions depend only upon the indif ference zone boundaries, 
~0 and ~1 • Once a and b are calculated from these boundaries, the 
i terat ive procedure can be applied d i rect ly  to (9). The reader who is familiar 
with the cumulative normal d ist r ibut ion can use wel l -known reference values 
as, for example, ~(-1)= .1587, ~(0) = .5000, and ~( i )  = .8413, to quick ly  
establish whether tr ial  values for n* meet the restr ict ion P* imposed on (9). 
It is known that the normal approximation in (8) can be less accurate, 
notably when it is used for approximating tail probabil i t ies of skew binomial 
d is t r ibut ions .  This situation arises when both indif ference zone boundaries 
are larger than .70, say, and strong requirements are imposed on (5). A 
var iety of better approximations are given in Ivlolenaar (1973). When choosing 
one, we are, however, faced with a diletnma. General ly, the more accurate 
the approximation, the more cumbersome its calculation. Most approximations 
can be used in combination with i terat ive procedures for test length 
determination only if one has access to a computer, but in that case the 
procedure can as well be carried out d i rect ly  with (5). A reasonable 
accurate approximation to (5), which is not too complex, is 
[¢ I (4c  + 3) 1/2 ( I -~ i~/2 -  (4n-  4c -1 )  I /2  ~11/2 I + 
~> i (4n  - 4c -1 ) I /2  ~01/2 - (4c+3) i /2  ( I -~0) i /2  I ] /2  
(12) 
(for a discussion and some numerical results,  see Molenaar, 1973, eq. 3.20, 
pp 111-114). It is recommended that this approximation be used when strong 
requirements are imposed on (5) and the choice of the indif ference zone 
entails skew binomial d ist r ibut ions.  In order to reduce the calculations, a 
good strategy is to use (8) unti l  it gives a solution and next to use (12) to 
f ind out whether it can be improved. 
As noted before, the worth of the procedure proposed in this paper lies in 
the ease with which binomial tables can be consulted. It uti l izes a simple 
l inear relation between optimal passing score and test length so that for each 
trial value for  n* results for only one passing score need to be obtained. In 
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the other indifference zone methods several tr ial  values for c* must be tested 
for each tr ial  value for n* until the combination (c*, n* )  meeting the 
requirements is found. The fact that c* has a simple relation to n gives (7) 
value in its own r ight.  It can be used, for example, to find optimal passing 
scores on new tests when test length has to be fixed for some practical 
reason, or to establish whether passing scores that have already been used in 
practice satisfy the optimality condition considered in this paper. As will be 
shown in the next section, another advantage of the present procedure is the 
possibi l i ty of incorporating dif ferent losses for false positive and false 
negative decisions. 
DIFFERENT LOSSES FOR BOTH DECISION ERRORS 
So far it has been assumed that the loss incurred for a false positive decision 
(granting the mastery status to a nonmaster) is equal to the loss for a false 
negative decision (granting the nonmastery status to a master). We now 
assume that both losses take on di f ferent values and incorporate this in the 
procedure by replacing (5) by 
c~I n x X~C n)ITo(1-TrO )n-x] (CO + "tl )-I' £1 x=O (x)~T1 (1-TT1)n-x + £0 = (X (13) 
where ~0 is the loss of misclassifying a nonmaster and £1°f a master. 
Following the same derivation as before, (13) is minimal for the value c ° 
given by 
I-~T 0 
I n -  Ink  
c ° I-~T 1 
n- = + ' (14) 
In ~TI(I-ITo) n]n ~TI(I-TTo) 
ITo ( I-~ 1 ) ~To ( I-~T 1 ) 
X denoting the loss ratio ~0/£1. 
Comparing (14) with (7), several things can be noted: The r ight-hand side 
of (14) displays an addit ive structure consisting of two dif ferent parts. The 
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f i rst  part is equal to (7), and thus again a constant dependent only upon the 
indifference zone boundaries; the second part represents the influence of the 
loss ratio on the optimal passing score and is, as opposed to the f i rst  part, 
dependent on test length. YVhen di f ferent losses for both misclassifications 
have to be reckoned with, the optimal passing score (expressed as a relative 
score) is thus equal to the one for the case of equal losses plus a test length 
dependent correction. For loss ratios larger than one this correction is 
posit ive, while it is negative for ratios smaller than one. 
It should be noted that in the second term of (14) test length f igures only in 
the denominator. This implies that the longer the test is the smaller the 
absolute size of the influence of the loss ratio on the optimal relative passing 
score will be. Table 4.1 shows this for loss ratio values from 1:4 to 4:1. 
For example, the relative passing score on a ]0-item test must be raised by 
.173 to account for a loss ratio ~-- 3, while this is only .035 for a 50-item 
test. 
TABLE 4.1: Increase of Optimal Relative Passing Score Produced by 
Loss Ratios Unequal to One for Some l~lues of n and 
(~O,TI) : (.75, .85) 
~:~0/~i 
n .25 .33 .50 l 2 3 4 
I0 -.218 -.173 -.109 .000 .I09 .173 .218 
20 -.109 -.086 -.054 .000 .054 .086 .109 
30 -.073 -.056 -.036 .000 .036 .056 .073 
40 -.054 -.043 -.027 .000 .027 .043 .054 
50 -.044 -.035 -.022 .000 .022 .035 .044 
60 -.036 -.029 -.018 .000 .018 .029 .036 
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In view of the determination of optimal test length, it  is helpful to rewrite 
(14) into 
( I -~ 0) 
In ~ In 
o (1-~ I ) 
c = n + (15) 
]n ~i(1-~0) In ~i(i-~0) 
~0( i -~ i  ) ~0( I -~ i )  
This expression again shows a l inear relation between c ° and n. It has (7) 
as slope and this time a non-zero intercept which is a function of the loss 
ratio. 
Table 4.2 shows values of this intercept for loss ratio values from 1:4 to 4:1 
and indifference zones which can often be encountered in the practice of 
mastery testing. The entries in this table are thus to be added to the 
optimal passing score for the equal loss case, c* ,  when loss ratios unequal to 
one are used. 
The determination of optimal test length proceeds along the same lines as in 
the previous section. First,  the number P° is selected as the upper bound to 
(13). Its minimum value is no longer equal to 1/2. (In the previous section, 
this value could always be realized by randomly assigning the examinees to 
the mastery and nonmastery state.) Now it is equal to 
max {~0/(~0+~i),-~i/( .~0+~!i )_}, 
(16) 
these two values being obtained by always assigning the examinees to the 
mastery and nonmastery state, respectively. Second, the slope and intercept 
in (15) are computed. (For the latter Table 4.2 can be used.) Th i rd ,  a 
tr ia l  value for n °, the optimal test length, is chosen, and the associated value 
of c ° is computed from (15). Binomial tables are entered with the value of c ° 
to obtain the (de)cumulative probabil i t ies in (13), and once these are found 
(13) is computed. Fourth, the value computed for (13) is compared with P° . 
If it is smaller ( larger)  than P° ,  a lower- ( larger) tr ial  value for  n ° is 
selected, and the previous step is repeated. The process is stopped when 
the smallest value for n is met for" which (13) is not larger than P°. This is 
n o . 
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TABLE 4.2: Increase of Optima~ Passina Scone Produced by Lose 
:~ati.os Uneaual to One for Some Indifference Zones 
~=CO/Cl 
.25 .33 .50 l 2 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 65, 
( 70, 
( 70, 
( 70, 
(.75, 
(.75, 
(.75, 
( .80, 
(.80, 
( .80, 
60, .65)  -6 .491  -5 .144  -3.245 .000 3.245 5 .144  6.491 
60, .70)  -3.138 -2 .486  -I.569 .000 1.569 2 .486  3.138 
60, .75)  -2.000 -I.585 -l.O00 .000 l.O00 1 .585  2.000 
65, .70)  -6 .073  -4 .813  -3.037 .000 3.037 4 .813  6.073 
65, .75)  -2.891 -2.291 -I.445 .000 1.445 2.291 2.891 
.80) -I.807 -1 .432  -0.903 .000 0.903 1 .432  1.807 
.75) -5 .516  -4 .371  -2.758 .000 2.758 4 .371 5.516 
.80) -2.572 -2.038 -I.286 .000 1.286 2 .038  2.572 
.85) -I.562 -I.238 -0.781 .000 0.781 1 .238  1.562 
.80) -4.819 -3 .819  -2.409 .000 2.409 3 .819  4.819 
.85) -2.180 -1 .727  -I.090 .000 1.090 1 .727  2.180 
.90) -I.262 -l.O00 -0.631 .000 0.631 l .O00 1.262 
.85) -3.980 -3.154 -I.990 .000 1.990 3 .154  3.980 
.90) -l.710 -I.355 -0.855 .000 0.855 1 .355  1.710 
.95) -0.890 -0 .705  -0.442 .000 0.442 0 .705  0.890 
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When a normal approximation is needed, we replace (8), analogous to (13), by 
the weighted average of (de)cumulative normal probabil it ies, Substitution of 
(14) in this new target function results in 
[~1@(anl/2 cn-1/2) Lo@(bnl/2 dn-I/2~ + )-1 
+ + - (40 C1 (17) 
with a andb given by (10) and (11), respectively, and c and d by 
70( 1-z I) ] 
and 
I d= I 0(1- 0) I In 1TI(1-Tr0) ]n t (19) 
~0( i -~ I ) 
In the above procedure, we f i rst  compute a, b, c and d from ~G,=I , and 
>,, and next substitute our trial values for n ° direct ly into (17). If 
necessary, we can use tile approximation in (12) to find out whether the 
solution thus obtained can be made more accurate. 
INCORPORATING A KNOWN BASE RATE 
If a priori knowledge is available, for instance, from previous testing 
programs or experiences with comparable groups of students, it may be 
prudent to incorporate this in the decision procedures as well. 
Ignoring the examinees in the indifference zone for a while, let u denote the 
proportion of masters so that 1 - u equals the proportion of nonmasters. A 
possible approach is to use I~ and 1 - ~ as weights in the target function and 
to replace (13) by 
C-1 
( )~ iX( l -~ l  )n-x + 
PLI x=O 
n x ] [  O] - I  
" P~'I + ( l -p )  ~, (I-P)LO x~c (n)zoX(l-zO)n" 
(zo) 
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Following the same der ivat ion as before, the optimal passing score c' proves 
to be given by 
1-TF 0 I-U 
In In ~. In - - -  
c' I-TTI 
_ = + + (21)  
n ~l ( l _~0)  TTI(I_~TO) .~I(I_~TO )
In nln nln 
ITo ( I-TT 1 ) 70 ( 1-~ I ) ~0 ( I-~T i ) 
This result  is equal to (14) extended with a term containing the base rate 
(1  - u) /  p. For base rate values larger  than one, this term is posit ive,  while 
it is negative for  values smaller than one. 
The roles played by (1 -  p)/p and ~ in (21) are fu l l y  identical .  For a 
quant i ta t ive  impression of the last term in (21), Tables 4.1 and 4.2 can be 
consulted with (1 - u)/lJ subst i tuted for  ~. 
To f ind the optimal test length in the present case with an exp l ic i t  base rate, 
the same procedure as in the previous section can be fol lowed. Even the 
same formulae (and Table 4.2) may be used. This stems from the fact that  
the last two terms in (21) can be reduced to the same denominator,  
whereupon (21) has the same s t ructure  as (14). The only modifications 
needed are the subst i tut ion of ~(1-p)/p for  ~ and the replacement of (16) by 
max {(1-~)~,O/[( l - l J )~,O÷~ ~ , u~iE(1-!J)£O+P~.l] } , (22) 
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which now is the minimum value of the upper bound P' to (20): 
Guessing 
As noted earl ier,  van den Br ink and Koele (1980) proposed to use the 
knowledge or random guessing model to correct Fhaner's (1974) approach for 
the possibi l i ty of guessing on multiple-choice or true-false items. The same 
can be done in the approach given in this paper. We then f i r s t  establish the 
indifference zone on the abi l i ty scale corrected for guessing, i .e . ,  as 
(~g0, ~gl), and next apply transformation (4) to obtain the values (~0,~1)  
with which we enter the formulae given in this paper. 
It should be noticed, however, that experience with the knowledge or random 
guessing model in item response theory shows guessing parameter values 
somewhat less than the reciprocal of the number of alternatives, q - l ( Lord ,  
1980). For example, items with four alternatives typ ica l ly  result  in values of 
.22 or .23 rather than .25. It is recommended that this be taken into 
account when setting the guessing parameter value. 
Discussion 
The results presented in this paper relate to results obtained in two other 
areas. 
The f i rs t  is the latent class approach to mastery testing. In this approach it 
is assumed that mastery and nonmastery are two latent states under ly ing the 
test score, each entai l ing d i f ferent  probabil i t ies of a successful reply to the 
items. In Emrick's latent class model (Davis, Hickman, E, Novick, 1973, pp. 
32-47; Emrick, 1971; Emrick & Adams, 1969; Frick, 1974; Macready ~ Dayton, 
1977), two latent success probabil i t ies are assumed, one representing the 
mastery and the other the nonmastery state. Emrick and Adams (1969) give 
an optimal passing score which, although derived and presented in a d i f ferent  
way, is qu ick ly  seen to be equivalent to c' given in (21). 
This equivalence is only formal, however. In Emrick's model the latent 
success probabi l i t ies,  which correspond with 70 and ~1 in (21), must be 
estimated from the test data. (For estimation procedures for Emrick's model 
and constrained versions thereof,  see van der Linden, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c). 
In this paper, ~0 and ~1 represent no latent classes and need not be 
estimated; they are boundary values of an indifference zone on the domain 
score continuum which are set on educational grounds.  
Fricke (1974) has given proofs that the correction of Emrick's passing score 
needed for loss ratio and base rates unequal to one are independent of the 
base rate and the loss ratio, respectively, and of the test length. However, 
this follows immediately from inspecting the st ructure  of (21) which can be 
viewed as a l inear decomposition of c ' .  Van der Linden (1978) has proposed 
a correction for guessing for Macready and Dayton's (1977) version of 
Emrick's model which corresponds with the correction for guessing proposed 
in the previous section. 
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The formal correspondence between Emrick's passing score and (21) suggests 
the use for  Emrick's model of the procedure for test length optimization 
developed in this paper. The only difference is then, of course, that the 
success parameters 79 and ~1, in (20) (21) must be estimated before the 
procedure can be applied and that,  consequently,  no exact but estimated 
results are obtained. 
The second area to which the results in this paper relate is Wald's sequential 
probabi l i ty  ratio test for binomial populations. Several expressions in Wald 
(1947) are reminiscent of the formulae given in this paper. For example, 
formula (15) is equivalent to the crit ical numbers in the test of ~ ,< ~0against 
>-71 (Wald, 1974, eqs. 5.1 5.2).  The only exception is that the loss 
ratio :k is replaced by a ratio based on the probabil i t ies of errors of type I 
and II.  It must be borne in mind, however, that,  just as in the previous 
case, this equivalence is only formal and that d i f ferent  interpretat ions are 
involved. In sequential testing test length,  or, general ly,  the number of 
observations, is a random variable, and sampling is not stopped unti l  one of 
the crit ical numbers is exceeded. Ti le purpose of this paper was to f ind an 
optimal test length which is f ixed pr ior  to tile test administration. It should 
be realized, however, that when sequential testing strategies are possible this 
is certainly worth considering, since substantial savings in the number of test 
items needed can be expected (Wald, ]947, section 3.6) .  
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